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Abstract 

Frequency response analysis (FRA) is a well-established method used for condition assessment of transformer windings 

and has proven its sensitivity for detecting various mechanical and electrical faults. Although the FRA test procedures 

have been standardised, the interpretation of FRA results is still a challenge as it is limited to analysis of the experts in 

the field. Mainly, circuit models are proposed in the literature for supporting the interpretation of the transformer fre-

quency response. However, these concentrated parameters models are limited to a certain frequency range, due to the 

difficulties in calculating parameters to build and solve a turn-to-turn model. Moreover, constant values for the parameters 

are employed in these models, while these parameters are frequency dependent. In contrast, this paper presents an im-

proved numerical method to obtain a turn-based high frequency model of transformer windings. This model considers the 

frequency dependent effects of parameters. In the proposed model, FRA traces are directly derived from a high frequency 

finite element model (FEM) without employing the complex circuit model. For this purpose, a single-phase transformer 

is simulated using 3D FEM, which emulate the transformer and FRA measurement operations. First, the model is vali-

dated with measurements for healthy state of the windings. Afterwards, various levels of disk space variation (DSV) fault 

are implemented. This approach will facilitate the precise fault simulation and ease the objective interpretation of FRA. 

 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Power transformers are one of the most valuable facilities 

in electric power networks and therefore, they should be 

carefully monitored in order to maintain the reliability of 

the transmission and distribution networks [1, 2]. One of 

the most important aspects of the transformer assessment 

is the detection of mechanical deformations and displace-

ments of the windings, which can result in many cases, 

from short circuits in the network as well as reduced clamp-

ing pressure due to insulation aging [3]. Though, with 

minor winding deformations a transformer may continue 

its normal operation, however, its capability to withstand 

further electrical and mechanical stresses substantially 

reduces which may lead to immediate transformer failure. 

Therefore, it is important to detect the minor winding 

deformations as soon as possible in order to enable suitable 

measures [4, 5]. Frequency response analysis (FRA) is a 

recently developed and a widely accepted tool to detect 

incipient winding deformation within power transformers 

[6, 7]. Nowadays, the FRA method is often used in both 

factory and field applications. Previous studies on FRA 

topic lead to the standardization of the measurement 

procedures [8-10]. However, the interpretation of FRA 

results is still a chellenge. In literature, various circuit 

models are proposed for interpretation of transformer 

frequency response [11]. In these models, different 

sections of the windings are represented by circuit elements 

such as resistors, inductors and capacitors. Afterwards, the 

values of these parameters are altered to simulate various 

mechanical defects and to predict their effect on the FRA 

traces. However, some mechanical changes are difficult to 

model and convert into changes, and involve an extra error. 

Whereas the precise simulation of the fault is very 

important to identify the minor winding deformations. 

Moreover, in these circuit models the parameters are 

derived through analytical equations thus constant values 

of these parameters are employed while in fact these 

parameters are frequency dependent [12]. These are the 

main drawbacks of the circuit models. This paper 

introduces an improved numerical method to obtain a turn 

based high frequency model of transformer windings 

which considers the frequency dependent effects of the 

parameters. In the proposed model, FRA traces are directly 

derived from a high frequency finite element model (FEM) 

without employing and solving the complex circuit 

models, which is the major novelity of this work. In this 

regard, a single-phase transformer is simulated using 3D 

FEM, which emulate the transformer and FRA 

measurement operations. To evaluate the performance of 

the model in detecting minor winding deformations various 

levels of disk space variation (DSV) fault are implemented. 

The impact of DSV on transformer parameters and FRA 

trace is discussed in detail. Results of this study will 

facilitate an accurate and precise fault simulation using 

high frequency 3D model of transformer that will ease the 

objective interpretation of transformer frequency response. 
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2 3D Finite Element model 

The main idea of using 3D finite element model is to emu-

late the real transformer and FRA measurement operations. 

CST Microwave studio is used to simulate the transformer 

model geometry and the frequency response [13]. For this 

purpose, a single-phase transformer is modelled with HV 

and LV windings as shown in Figure 1. The windings cor-

respond to a medium voltage transformer of about 1 MVA. 

The HV winding is a continuous disk winding (height = 

865 mm) with 660 turns in 60 disks and the LV winding is 

a helical winding (height = 865 mm) with 24 turns and 12 

parallel conductors in each turn. Two aluminium cylinders 

are used which are connected to the common ground of the 

test setup to model the potentials of the transformer core 

and tank. Since, the skin depth in the iron core and tank is 

very small above 10 KHz, their magnetic effects are negli-

gible at high frequencies, and therefore, they can be re-

placed with hollow metallic cylinders without impairing 

the results [14]. 

 

 
(a) 3D Finite Element Model 

 

       
    (b) Measurement setup           (c) Disk space variation 

Figure 1. Transformer model and mechanical fault    

                                                

The FRA simulation is performed using high frequency 

solver in the design module of CST MW STUDIO. Analo-

gous to the real measurements, an imaginary sinusoidal 

voltage source is connected to one HV terminal of a wind-

ing to sweep its frequency and then calculate the voltage at 

the other end of the winding. The FRA simulation is a 

three-step process. Firstly, a geometric model is created in 

the design module. Secondly, a high frequency model is 

developed which incorporates the frequency dependent pa-

rameters. Lastly, this model is excited with a sinusoidal 

voltage source to calculate the FRA traces for different 

connection schemes. Mainly, four connection schemes; 

end-to-end open circuit (EE-OC), end-to-end short circuit 

(EE-SC), capacitive inter-winding (CI) and inductive inter-

winding (II) recommended by IEEE and IEC standards [8, 

9] are employed in this research as shown in Figure 2.  

                   
  (a)                  (b)                    (c)                 (d) 

Figure 2. Connection schemes for FRA measurement  

(a) end-to-end open circuit (EE-OC) (b) short circuit (EE-

SC) (c) Capacitive inter-winding (CI) (d) Inductive inter-

winding (II) [8, 9] 
 

The proposed model gives the three fold benefits to calcu-

late the frequency response of transformer. Firstly, the 

model incorporates the frequency dependency of parame-

ters. Secondly, FRA traces are calculated directly from the 

winding model without conversion into circuit elements. 

Lastly, different mechanical faults, which are difficult to 

implement in circuit models, can also be directly simulated 

in the windings model. Additionally, the proposed model 

is also useful to study the effects of windings electrical 

properties on the frequency response of transformer. For 

instance, it is possible to change the dissipation factor and 

permittivity of paper to simulate the different levels of 

moisture contents. A study on moisture diffusion recogni-

tion in small windings has been performed [15], but the 

model proposed in this paper can be easily employed for 

such a study to model different transformer windings with 

different constructions. These studies are the future steps 

to develop and enhance the application of the proposed HF 

transformer model. 

3 Validation of HF FEM Model 

To validate the model, the simulation results are compared 

with the measurements for the healthy case of the windings 

for different connection schemes as shown in Figure 3. The 

results are compared over a frequency range from 10 kHz 

to 1 MHz. The results of end-to-end short circuit (EE-SC) 

and inductive inter-winding (II) are presented in Figure 3. 

Results show a good principle agreement between simula-

tion and measurement, that the simulation follows the 

measurements, which proves the applicability of the model 

for FRA studies. It is worth noting that there is slight mis-

match between simulation and measurements at some res-

onance and anti-resonance points, which is mainly due to 

design simplifications applied in the LV and HV windings. 

However, these differences do not impair the applicability 

of the model regarding the interpretation of frequency re-

sponse of transformer. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of measurement and simulation for 

different connection schemes for healthy case of windings 

(a) EE-SC (b) II 

4 Disk space variation (DSV) fault  

Disk space variation is one of the commonly occurring me-

chanical fault in power transformers [16]. It can occur due 

to short circuit current as well as reduced clamping pres-

sure due to insulation aging. This fault changes the geom-

etry of transformer windings as shown in Fig. 4. The axial 

forces for electromagnetically balanced windings act to ax-

ially compress them. When the axial compression force ex-

ceeds a certain limit, a fault called disk space variation oc-

curs. This fault may result in an insulation damage on con-

ductors, force amplification due to conductor displace-

ments, and shorted turns [17]. In [18], DSV have been stud-

ied on a small test object without the information of the 

impact on real transformers. In [16], large windings dis-

placements are studied while it is important to detect the 

minor winding deformations as soon as possible in order to 

enable suitable measures. Also, no one has investigated the 

overall displacement of the winding due to exceeded axial 

compression forces. Additionally, the sensitivity of differ-

ent connection schemes to detect the DSV faults is also not 

discussed.  

 

In order to check the applicability of the model in predict-

ing the effects of mechanical variations on the FRA traces, 

a widely occurring winding fault, disk space variation 

(DSV) is implemented in both the experimental setup and 

the HF model. Two modes of DSV faults are studied;  

• Location-based, in which DSV is applied at a specific 

location of HV winding as shown in Figure 5b. 

• Overall-DSV, in which DSV is applied in the overall 

winding height as shown in Figure 5c. 

 

(a) DSV fault between disk 2 and 3 is implemented by 

changing the space between disk 2 and 3 of HV winding. 

The space between disk 2 and 3 is increased by inserting 

the spacers as shown in Figure 1d. DSV is implemented in 

four minor fault levels; each step of 1 mm. Different con-

nection schemes are applied to detect the most sensitive 

scheme against DSV. Figure 6 shows that the model be-

haviour towards DSV is completely in accordance with the 

reality. These results validate the FEM model to be used 

for predicting the windings behaviour against different me-

chanical changes. As the high frequency region (in be-

tween 600 kHz and 1 MHz in this case) is influenced by 

the winding structure. In the winding structure, the re-

sponse is determined by the winding leakage inductances 

together with the winding series and ground capacitances. 

In this region, the series capacitance is the most influential 

factor in determining the shape of the response [8]. It can 

be seen in the simulated and measured FRA traces in Fig-

ure 6, the impact of the DSV on FRA traces is mainly in 

the high frequency range (600 kHz-1 MHz). As DSV 

changes the series capacitance of the winding, which af-

fects the FRA traces at high frequencies. Moreover, DSV 

fault shifts the resonance frequencies to the right with a 

slight change in magnitude. This effect gets more pro-

nounced with an increasing degree of the fault. 

     
Figure 4. Disk space variation between disk 2 and 3 of 

transformer HV windings [19]. 

 

     
             (a)                            (b)                          (c) 
Figure 5. Different modes of DSV fault (a) healthy wind-

ing (b) DSV between disk 2 and 3 (c) DSV in full winding 
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                            (a) Measured EE-SC                                                                 (b) Measured CI 

 
                            (c) Simulated EE-SC                                                                   (d) Simulated CI 

 

Figure 6. Measured and simulated FRA traces for different levels of DSV between disk 2 and 3 

 

    
                                (a) Simulated EE-SC                                                                (b) Simulated CI 

 
   (c) Simulated II 

 

Figure 7. Simulated FRA traces for different levels of DSV in full winding 
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(b) In order to understand the impact of DSV in the whole 

winding, due to reduction or loss of winding clamping, the 

space between each HV disk is reduced in three minor fault 

levels (-1 mm, -1.5 mm and -2 mm). Figure 7, shows that 

the overall-DSV fault affects the FRA traces in the middle 

(50 kHz-600 kHz, in this case) and high frequency region 

(500 kHz-1 MHz). The middle frequency region is influ-

enced by the coupling between windings and, in this case, 

the overall winding height is also altered, thus the coupling 

between windings is changed. While the high frequency re-

gion is affected due to the change of the series capacitance 

of the winding. The effect is more prominent with an in-

creased degree of the fault.  

5 Evaluation of numerical indices 

To analyse the sensitivity of different connection schemes, 

four numerical indices, namely standard deviation (SD), 

correlation coefficient (1-CC), Euclidean distance (ED) 

and cross-correlation factor (CCF), are evaluated from 

both the simulated and measured FRA traces. Different nu-

merical indicators are used for FRA interpretation in the 

literature [20]. In this paper, the numerical indices which 

show linear and monotonic behaviour with increased level 

of faults are utilized. Moreover, all of the four indices ex-

hibit same behaviour with respect to the changes in the 

FRA trace; therefore, the results of CCF for different levels 

of DSV fault are presented here which can be a very good 

representation of the other indices. 
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Figure 9. Sensitivity comparison of different connection 

schemes to detect DSV (between disk 2&3) 

 
Figure 8. CCF of simulated and measured FRA traces (II) 

for different fault levels of DSV (between disk 2&3) 

 

Figure 8 shows the sensitivity comparison of different con-

nection schemes for 4 mm of DSV (between disk 2&3). 

The result shows that inductive inter-winding (II) connec-

tion scheme exhibit the maximum sensitivity to detect the 

DSV fault and the simulation results follow the measure-

ments. Figure 9 shows the linear and monotonic behaviour 

of CCF against different fault levels of DSV for inductive 

inter-winding (II) connection scheme. It’s worth noting 

that despite the slight mismatch between the measurement 

and simulation results, the numerical indices that corre-

spond to the changes in the traces with the degree of the 

fault are in good agreement with each other. The result 

shows that both measured and simulated results are in good 

agreement. There are slight differences between simulation 

and measurement results, which are due to some design 

simplifications applied to the HF model. However, the gen-

eral shape of CCF for different connection schemes and, 

for different levels of the fault remains the same and thus, 

the model works satisfactorily in predicting the numerical 

indices used for the interpretation of FRA results. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper presents an improved method to obtain a high 

frequency model of power transformer using FEM. In the 

proposed HF model, it is possible to extract the FRA traces 

directly from the 3D FEM model of the transformer with-

out solving complex circuit models. The model was vali-

dated with measurements with both healthy and deformed 

windings. Two modes of DSV faults were implemented 

and their impact on the FRA traces was studied. For sensi-

tivity analysis, different numerical indices were evaluated. 

Based on the results, it can be concluded that CCF, SD, ED 

and 1-CC show monotonic behaviour with increasing de-

gree of mechanical deformation and thus, can be used to 

detect the changes in FRA traces. However, along with 

monotonicity, variations of the indices due to the repeata-

bility of the measurements is another important factor in 

discussing the detectability of the minor winding faults. 

The sensitivity of different connection schemes against 

DSV faults in terms of CCF is analysed and it was noticed 

that inductive inter-winding connection scheme has the 

best sensitivity to detect the disk space variation fault. 
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